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When two people share a task, they represent their partner’s task alongside their own 

(Sebanz et al., 2006). Representations of one’s own and the partner’s actions recruit the same 

mechanisms (e.g., Hamilton et al., 2004), in ways that affect each other. Feedback from the 

partner’s actions is not necessary, as knowledge about her expected response suffices to 

activate a representation of her task (Vlainic et al., 2010).  

It is not known whether another’s to-be-uttered words are represented in a similar way 

as one’s own words. We investigated whether picture naming latencies are affected by 

knowledge of a partner’s concurrent task. Fifty pictures were presented in pairs (SOA = 0 

ms). As in Damian and Bowers (2003), the smaller picture was embedded into the larger one. 

Before each trial, participants (N = 24, tested in pairs) saw their names on the screen, each 

followed by the words “red”, “blue”, or “no”. They responded to colour words by naming the 

picture presented in that colour and to “no” by remaining silent. We varied whether their 

partner named the same picture (SAME), the other (distractor) picture (DIFFERENT) or no 

picture (NO). We also manipulated whether distractor pictures were semantically related 

(e.g., apple – banana) or unrelated (e.g., apple – blouse) to the target picture. Both 

manipulations were within-items and within-participants. Most studies found no effect from 

semantically related distractor pictures (e.g., Damian & Bowers, 2003). However, if one’s 

partner task is represented, participants might pay more attention to the picture their partner is 

going to name. If so, we expect a semantic interference effect in the DIFFERENT condition. 

Participants were tested in two soundproof rooms separated by a window. They could not 

hear each other. Thus, we ruled out the possibility that the partner’s naming speed could 

affect responses.  

Participants took longer in the SAME (694 ms) than in the NO (682 ms) condition, 

and showed a trend toward slower naming in the SAME than in the DIFFERENT (688 ms) 

condition. These results demonstrate interference from the belief that the partner is naming. 

This might be due to either representing the partner’s process of naming in general or to the 

specific process of naming the same word as the participant. Interestingly, these effects 

occurred primarily when participants were naming the large rather than small pictures. In 

addition, we found a semantic interference effect, which was limited to the small pictures 

(unrelated: 688 ms vs. related: 706 ms). It did not interact with partner’s task suggesting that 

its source is not a modulation of attention induced by knowledge of what the partner is doing. 

 We propose that speakers predict the behaviour of their partners in a shared language 

task using the same mechanisms they use to represent their own utterances. They experience 

inhibition in the SAME condition, presumably because of confusion about whether aspects of 

the production system are “tagged” for speaking or predicting one’s partner’s speech. We are 

conducting a follow-up experiment using degraded pictures; speakers should believe that 

their partner’s task is more difficult as well as their own. 
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